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POST OPERATIVE INSTRUCTIONS FOR ROOT CANALS 

 

☺ Numbness may last for several hours.  It is recommended that you do not eat until the anesthetic wears off. 
 

☺ The tooth is now hollow and fragile. Chewing on that tooth should be avoided until final restoration is complete. 
Eating on the tooth could result in tooth fracture and tooth loss! Additionally, eating could result in food impaction 
and a gum tissue infection. 

 

☺ It's normal for the tooth and surrounding area to be tender to mastication for as long as two weeks.  Be careful 
chewing. Please avoid directly chewing on the tooth until the final dental restoration is placed.  

 

☺ It is normal to have discomfort for 24-48 hours, tenderness for one week, and during the second and third weeks 
the tooth will feel different from the rest of your teeth. Remember, when symptoms continually get better, you are 
going through the normal healing process. 

 

☺ It is advisable to take an anti-inflammatory/pain reliever such as Advil, Motrin or Naproxen. 
 

☺ If discomfort is prevalent at nighttime, sleeping at an incline with your head above the level of your heart will help 
relieve the pressure to your throbbing tooth (i.e. sleep slightly reclined in a Lazyboy chair or stack your pillows and/or 
couch cushions to elevate your head where you sleep). 

 

☺ Jaw soreness may also be an unfortunate side effect due to keeping the mouth open for unusual lengths of time.  
Unfortunately, it’s also normal to experience soreness from dental injections. This soreness should not last for more 
than a few weeks. 

 

☺ If you are in between appointments and your root canal is not complete, it is very normal to experience discomfort. If 
you have an unusual amount pain, please call us. Depending on your symptoms we may prescribe medicine. 
 

☺ We understand that many of our patients have very busy social and work schedules. Please do not miss your final 
scheduled fill appointment. Patients who are too busy to finish a root canal in a timely fashion assume a higher risk of 
side effects, treatment failure, or tooth loss.  

 

☺ Please rest! Limit physical activity for 24-48 hours. 
 

☺ The dental temporary is made to last for two weeks, maybe a month or so at the most.  
 

☺ The temporary will have a medicinal taste. It is possible that the “clay like” temporary may wear away or seem like it 
fell out. Don't be alarmed. Use a well-lit mirror, and try to look into your tooth or feel with your finger or tongue. In 
most situations, the temporary has simply worn down and the seal is intact. If your temporary is intact, simply keep 
your next scheduled appointment.  

 

If Your Root Canal Is Complete & You Have Lost Your Temporary 
If you are unsure, Dr. Landers usually finishes Root Canal Therapy in a single visit. As long as the root canal is complete, 
your main concern should be not to eat in the area to avoid tooth breakage. You should, however, still make sure you 
have a temporary. Over time, bacteria will leak into the root canal sealer cement. If this happens you may need to redo 
the root canal therapy.  
 

If your Root Canal Is Not Complete and You Loose Your Temporary  
If your root canal therapy is not complete and you have lost your temporary, call our office as soon as you get a chance. 
It’s not likely to cause pain, but the temporary seals in medicine and seals out bacteria. If the temporary is not 
professionally replaced in a timely fashion, the bacterial leakage could affect the success of your root canal therapy. If the 
seal is broken for more than a few days it is likely that you will need to use an antibiotic and have a new temporary placed 
by Dr. Landers. 
 

I was told my root canal is now finished. Is my tooth finished? 
In general, the “root canal” therapy is completed solely to clean & fill the roots of your tooth. In all situations, after the root 
canal filling has been placed to seal your roots, you will need a final restoration to replace the chewing surface of your 
tooth. Dr Landers usually recommends a Post & Crown. A crown will also help support the remaining tooth and seal out 
bacteria. With out a final restoration as a seal, the bacteria could eventually break down the root canal cement. 
 

OUR PHILOSOPHY, OUR OFFICE REMAINS DEDICATED TO PROVIDING OPTIMAL CARE FOR EVERY PATIENT AND WORKING WITH YOU 

TO ACHIEVE THAT GOAL. WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON HELPING YOU IN ANY WAY AND IN CONTINUING TO PROVIDE THE QUALITY OF 

CARE TO WHICH YOU HAVE BECOME ACCUSTOMED. 
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